
Body-Marx

In this region, the rain falls incessantly, lazily, painfully.
In this region bar jobs falls heavy like an outdated laptop thrown from the window of a new high-
rise. 
In this region, the weight of labour exploitation falls heavy on the shoulder of a long- dead 
generation.

At 27, she felt heavier than ever. Not with fat but with calcified bone. Bone chastised against bone, 
her rib cage sparks a flame. A firefly hovering over an industrial cage- following the city lights into 
the sunset. She was clear, present, knowing through weight. Biting chunks out of bodies in the 
night.

“You should have used the other jug for the milk.”
Fuck off, she thinks. This place stinks.
-

She had no idea how she got there
Followed in a flurry and haze of gripping claws and aimless bites

She was hunting for some sort of treasure. An eternal pleasure, flickering in the rims of her nostrils. 
And god be it, she would find it. 

Now she was deep in damp sticky walls. Her claws embedded in a sinister hardness. Her softness 
now a hardness, trickled up with solidifying fluids. Internal flesh bubbles buckling under the weight 
of a growing gas.

A chewed up memory of being trodden on. The warm suckling of a furry teat. The womb. Her little 
ones in her womb. The lining of her uterus slowly falling away, life slowly falling away. 
-

Her manager says the smell is her. Her manager tells the other managers that she smells because 
she's a dirty slag. 

But she could smell it too. The stench lingered on the cusp of a memory.

She looks to the group of workers and feels a genuine impersonal love towards them all. These are 
good bodies. We collectively make a good being. We make pleasure from endlessly giving 
ourselves away.
But sometimes, she thinks, you have to take your pleasure.
-

In this region, she could fall no further. She was suspended. She had her will to live. But now too a 
paradoxical will to give in.
The struggle for warmth and food no longer had any meaning. Now she struggled for something 
else. A slow black lava encased her.
-

During her break she sidled over to her manager and ran her hand up his thigh beneath the table.
His mouth hung open, his cheeks like a Russian doll.
“I am going to the bathroom.”the words slid from her mouth like a thick soup.
-



behind the mangers arsehole in the pipe in the wall, she sees it all. her birth, her impeding death, 
the mother, and life again.
eternal decomposition, dissemination- aren't we always leaving?
-

Now she has him by the neck. And he’s trying to tell  himself she's a slag…but really all he can 
hear is another voice…The only escape is down and out.
She’s fucking him and touching herself so beautifully, she feels herself hovering. He is sinking. 
-

She is a thick soup, a firefly, the rain hitting the concrete, out and up and down, She is exploding, 
everything inside oozes out, buckling, and realising.

this is it she's thinks
it thiss is 
A rat and a human washed out by a wave.
on the shores of existence.


